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Abs1:ract 

This paper introduces an experimental economy with boundedly 
rational agents that compete with local, and largely incommunica
ble industrial knowledge, in an international market environment 
with more or less unbounded, commercial opportunities. Predictabil
ity of outcomes at the micro level is low, and increased 
specialization of industry exposes economic life of firms and whole 
nations to increased technological competition. 

Informationai requirements in the experimental economy are such 
that targeted industrial policies, and especially the idea of 
targeted protection of individual firms for international competi
tion should remain a classroom exercise. The workable industriai 
policy is much more diffuse and should be oriented towards 
maintaining (1) a viable and broad-based innovative activity, and 
(2) an institutionai organization of the economy such that the 
consequent adjustm ent process caused by frequent errors is 
socially accepted. 

The competitive exposure that follows from specialization is most 
efficiently countered through pro m oting internatlonalization of 
domestic firms such that a broader portfolio of advanced special
lzed industriai knowledge can be created even in a small, indust
riai economy. Swedish manufacturing is in fact an excellent 
example of such a spreading of industriai risks, even though it has 
not really evolved as a consequence of deliberate policy. 

1 The Problem, summary of method and. eonelusions 

Two phenomena are characteristic of decision making in general, 

and decision making in business in particular; namely (1) what 

Herbert Simon (1955) called "bounded rationality" and (2) what 

Polanyi (1967) has referred to as "tacit knowledgel!. Bounded 

rationality simply postulates that simplified, and normally biased, 

or erroneous perceptions of reality necessarily underly decisions in 

complex situations. Hence, deliberate risktaking and frequent 

mistakes are necessary characteristics of economic life. 

!lTacit knowledge" means that the competence to dec ide and take 

action is embodied in individuals, or teams of individuals. 

Advanced competence needed for many critical business decisions 

as a consequence cannot easily, or at all, communicated to 

others. In particular it cannot be traded in bits and pieces in 

m arkets. 
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This paper, hence, takes three observations as starting points. 

First, we observe that the commercial opportunities of modern 

manufacturing firms are defined internationally, while the 

competence to profitably exploit the internationalopportunity set 

is locally determined. 

Second. the industrial nations are defined by their abundant local 

competence.1 Because of their superior industrial technologies 

politicians of the advanced industrial nations have usually been 

advocates of free trade. 

Third, international trade theory (from which economists derive 

advice on trade poUcies) is traditionally framed in a static time 

dimension, and is orten based on the notion of a fixed endowment 

of factors of production and the absence of significant economies 

of scale. Even though a departure from the Walrasian tradition 

has began in recent years, it really has not changed the static 

underpinnings of theory. 2 

Diminishing relevance has induced a recent change in emphasis 

(Krugman 1981, Dixit 1983, 1986) away from static trade theory 

based on fixed comparative advantages to one based on internal 

economies of scale in order to explain intra-industry trade. This 

reformulation has shifted the conventional Stolper-Samuelson 

distributional results. In the new game of Chamberlinian mone

polistic competition and imperfect markets, trade liberalization in 

manufactured goods characterized by internal economies of scale 

is optimal policy. 

1 lt will become el ear as we go along, why industrial knowledge 
is not an internationally very mobile resource that can be hired in 
markets, except within the (international) business organization. 

2 See Dixit (1983) and below. 
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Even more tlnovep! in a trade theoretic context, is the 

notion of technological competition. Firm competitiveness now 

depends on its R&D and its ability to learn rapidly !!by 

In this "theoryl! R&D spending is assumed to on 

(foreign) competitorsf spending on R&D and expectations about 

what competitors will do. Models have been built (most re

ferences go back to Spencer-Brander 983) or Brander-Spencer 

or earlier versions of the pubUshed that ~lIl;rQ"I::'~T 

that protection of domestic firms from import competition will 

allo w to learn from their own spending and thereby 

establish a strong international competitive 

make it possible to derive so-called 

Such models 

as 

optimal trade policy. The government targets certain firma to be 

from import competition. This argument is very similar 

in content to both the !!infant argument!! and to the 

IlsociaUzation of innovative Arrow 962). 

There is a host of traditionai to this "modern!! theory 

concerns substitutes R&D of protection; product 

investments concern process in a firm envisioned as 

a , informational are 

governm ents will retalia te etc. 1984). 

The main purpose of this paper, however, is not to criticise the 

"modern" theory of import The objective is to 

develop a comprehensive picture of market competition, 

which emphasizes the accumulation of industrial know-how and 

the growth firms producing goods for specialized markets 

characterized by imperfect information and few 

(2) to derive the implications for trade policy. 

- and 

In developing this position, however, two additional arguments 

the industriai targeting proposal will be voiced. First, it 

rests on traditional, sta tic assumptions about markets. Firms are 

1 which is the least important form of R&D investment (Eliasson 
1985b, c, 1986c). 
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assumed to be competing for some monopoly rent in at best a two 

period setting. This is enough to keep it a classroom exercise, and 

out of policy discussion. Second, the accumulation of technological 

know-how through R&D spending and learning by doing has been 

taken out of context, and been assumed to be efficient as a 

purely internal firm activity. The targeting argument also assumes 

that becoming technologically competitive is a once-and-for-all 

investment with a weIl defined pay-off. In an empirical setting 

characteristic of manufacturing firms, this is completely wrong. 

The main argument against traditional targeting that emerges from 

this analysis is that the total rent firms are competing for is 

positively dependent upon the intensity of learning through 

competition. 

If technological know-how could be developed as efficiently in a 

remote, isolated R&D laboratoryas it can through active par

ticipation in competitive markets, both the industrial targeting, 

and Arrow's !!socialization of innovative behaviorl! arguments would 

have a place in the real world. In the experimental economy that 

I will introduce, the dynamics of market interaction removes the 

empirical foundation of arguments for industriai targeting. It is 

also signiflcant that the notion of dynamie competition of Clark 

(1961) is conspicuously absent from the industrial targeting 

discussion. 

A growing part of the industriai world is basing its economic 

wealth on manufacturtng knowledge, accumulated during decades 

of trial and error in the m arkets. Such knowledge is closely 

associated with lts labor force and very specialized. In such a 

situation the competitive position of a country becomes in

creasingly precarious, since its knowledge superiority in certain 

fields is constantly threatened by innovative, competitive entry of 

business un1ts of other countries. At the same time - we 

conclude - the only efficient way to accumulate industrial 

knowledge appears to be to participate aggressively in the same 

market game and to exploit the economies of specialization 
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offered in global markets. Attempts to proteet the value of old 

knowledge through the protection of a country's industries only 

slows knowledge accumulation and reduces the quality of industry. 

This leeds to competition based on cost efficient production of 

simple products, which relies on low factor prices, notably 

labor. Once advanced, and socially spoiled industriai nations are 

organized for this type of competttion. 

an economic political perspective it is interesting to observe 

that in the first industriai nation, the deindustrialization argument 

has been voiced as an argument for protection in order 

to save British manufacturing from going under (Singh 1977).) 

The conclusion is tha t industri al targeting of sectors or firms, 

that offers protection to allo w them time to develop into 

aggressive international competitors, not only poses 

informational requirements and stimulates retaliation, but al80 

generates sloppy Above it the protected 

firm Hout of school!!; the intense of market 

that is needed to become and remain a viable 

interna tional co m petitor. 

If the politicians of a nation are about increased foreign 

technological competition. the policy advice is as follows. Rather 

than attempting to take on impossible manageriai they 

should stimulate a broadening of the domestic industrial 

base through increased internat1onalization of the!r firms. This is a 

form of "insurance arrangementll that makes a industry 

less vulnerable to technological competition, by increasing the 

number of specialities. 

Hence, the analysis of this paper comes out in favor of the old 

policy of free trade as the only viable long-run policy, but the 

underlying model, and the reasons for this support are different 

from those implicit in traditional, sta tic trade theory. 
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2 The Experimental Ma.r.ket Eeonomy 

Any suggestion about international trade policy or industriai 

activity has to be based on a notion of the nature of the market 

process, and the time horizon under which objectives are to be 

realized. I introduce my notion in two steps, the first is a 

presentation of the international business opportunity set, and the 

second has to do with the local - in this case national - ability or 

competence to exploit that set efficiently. Both presentations 

introduce the market process, the accumulation of industri al 

competence, the creation of new business opportunities and 

economic growth as essentially an experimental, learning activity. 

2.1 The International Opportunity Set 

Technical advance is traditionally introduced in macro-economic 

theoryas a shift in the production function. This measurement 

method has made technical change appeal' as something that 

occurs externally. and independently of the market processes, 

commonly at no application of costs. This notion is not only 

"mysticl! (to quote Denison, 1979), it Is of cours e wrong. Techni

cally we have the problem of allocating costs inputs to the 

same accounts where outputs are being recorded. If activities paid 

for in the public sector - like public education - make labor hours 

more productive in manufacturing, the manufacturing production 

function will shift, be cause costs for inputs have not been properly 

ailocated (Eliasson 1985c). Furthermore, we have the problem of 

the proper pricing of factor inputs. Griliches-Jorgenson (1967) 

dealt with this in a general equilibrium framework and almost 

managed to eliminate the drift in the macro production function, 

cailed total factor productivity change. 

These problems are serious economic issues for many reasons, and 

the theoretical glasses one chooses restrict the options for policy 

advice. Total factor productivity advance has been the focus of 
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central industrial policy ambitions in several industrial countries 

and hence has to be properly understood by politicians. Pro

ductivity change typically originates at the micro level, and 

requires a genuine understanding of micro-macro dynamics to be 

successfully understood and influenced policy. Since such 

understanding is generally lacking, policies in most countries have 

been faUures, or extremely costly. But in some countries, like 

Japan the assessement remains open. (I have seen no convincing 

evidence beyond an efficient macro-political controi of wages and 

a diligent, educated and well organized work force. This is a form 

of general industriai policies simUar to the old Swedish policy 

modell - whlch was also very effective in using the markets to 

controi inflation and wages, and to facilitate structural adjust

ment.) 

The notion that industrial policy making - to be informed - re

quires the central control, communication and use of impossibly 

large amounts of information belongs to a long tradition in 

economic analysis beginning at least with the Lange (1936-37) 

- von Hayek (1937, 1940, 1945) debate in the 30s. This informa

tion requlrement, however, doesn't seem to have deterred policy 

ambitions unduly. The first argument of this paper is that lack 

of adequate information is necessarHy as typical of industrial 

policy action, as it is for any business decision. Since the scope 

of policy action is much larger than any single business decision, 

the potential damage of mistaken decisions is much larger. There 

are three distinct reasons for this. The first is that basic 

industriai knowledge is tacit, vested with a group of people or a 

business organization and largely incommunicable, except within 

the same business organization. The second -originally a Marxian 

notion - is that the potential pool of knowledge (the opportunity 

set) is for all practical purposes unlimited. The third (discussed in 

the next section) is that the ability to exploit the opportunity set 

is local and limited. Hence, both the process of exploiting this 

1 See Eliasson (1984a, 1986a,d). 
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opportunity set and of accumulating local industrial knowledge -

which is the most important element of the market process - is 

experimental in nature and not predictable at the levels of 

aggregation at which policy targets, (e.g. on technology) are set. 

The conclusion so far is that active experimentation is a necessary 

requirement for innovative activity and rapid economic growth, 

but it should be diffuse and restricted to the micro level of firm 

behavior. 

I will introduce technological change and total factor productivity 

advance in terms of the expansion, and the exploitation of the 

technological opportunity set. I will then discuss the opportunities 

set per se, lts macroeconomic consequences in terms of the 

micro-to-macro model developed at my institute, and the support

ing empirical inquiries into the nature of microeconomic dynamics. 

This analysis will not make use of the concept of shiits in a 

macro production function, or the notion of free access to 

external, infrastructural resources - notions that are related, or 

even the same. l will rather introduce the that under certain 

environmental conditions, and with sufficient local know-how, 

access to profitable business opportunities is very cheap, and the 

innovative activities of all actors in the market together con

stitute the fundamentalllmover" of the opportunity set. If it can 

be demonstrated that the total action of all firms is the main 

infrastructure bunder in industry, the policy problem is naturally 

reformulated as a concern for how to organize the right envlron

mental conditions. 

Technology per se of course plays a critical role in determining in 

each application the upper limit for productivity. However, as has 

been demonstrated in alarge number of IUI studies, it is the way 

one particular technology is combined with other technologtes and 

other factors of production that determines actual productivity. 

And large steps forward in productivity at the firm level are 
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always associated with changes in the organization through which 

factors are combined. This has been demonstrated at the local 

shop floor level (Eliasson 1980, 1982, Nilsson 1981, etc.) as well 

as at the macroeconomic level (Carlsson 1980). In fact, the way 

microeconomic behavior is dynamically coordinated in product, 

capita! and labor markets has been demonstratedi to account for 

up to two extra percent of growth in output per annum over long, 

historie periods, or about the differences in recorded growth rates 

among the industriai nations since the beginning of the century. 

This means. first, that existing organizations of factors of 

production are rarely the best ways of organizing production, and 

second, that small improvements in technology may open up a 

whole new set of possible and more efficient combinations. The 

idea, or the knowledge to achieve new business combinations is 

what Schumpeter probably meant by entrepreneurship. We are not 

only concerned with new configurations of machines in a work 

shop, or with the introduction of new materials in automobile 

engines, but also with the introduction of entirely new business 

concepts, for instance emphasizing product development and 

marketing rather than factory production (see Eliasson 1985b). 

With this expanded notion of the internationalopportunity set it 

(first) becomes enormous in scope, offering a wide range of 

different business combinations. The set is so large that each 

actor in the market can be famHiar with only a small part of it, 2 

indicating that the nature of innovative activity has to be 

experimental and that the existing set of combinations is virtually 

inexhaustible within practical planning horizons (EHasson 1986c). 

1 In the Swedish micro-to-macro model. See Carlsson (1980). 
Eliasson (1980). 

2 This can be interpret ed as an assumption of bounded rationality, 
in the sense of Herbert Simon. 
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We also (second) conclude that -==,-=-:..=-:::::..:..c=--.:::::..:::...:::::..:.:::..::..z... to a significant 

extent is imitative. The bulk of R&D spending in corporations 

- even R-spending - is oriented towards learning what is going on 

among competitors and improving upon existing solutions. Discrete 

jumps in technology occur, but at the application level they 

nevertheless appeal' as piecemeal advances, since they always 

need additional improvements in complementary technologies. 

Hence, dynamie competition means that new features are added to 

a competitorls product, addlng to the total number of new 

combinatorial possibilities. Upgrading a low performer to a high 

performing technological competitor is definitely not - as 

presumed in the targeting literature - a once and for all R&D 

effort to increase process performance in the factory, that then 

gradually matures into efficiency under the shield of import 

protection. R&D investments are predominantly in own product 

improvements, normally aimed at not making them substitutes. 

Hence (third). the internationalopportunity set tends to increase 

from intensive use. lt does not only come back to as does 

the pig in the Nordie sagas - Särimner - after having been eaten 

the night be tore. It even grows in size. 

With this presentation of the internationalopportunity set, total 

industrial innovative action becomes the most important industrial 

infrastructure bunder, that makes additional, marginal innovative 

investments cheap, or very profitable. 

The process I have just described is famillar to everybody that 

has been in reasonably close contact with innovative activities 

within manufacturing firrns. 

The distinctive feature of the capitalist rnarket organization is 

that the competitive exploitation of the internationalopportunity 

set and the competitive entry of firms and technologies is free 

(Pelikan 1985). This rneans predictability of outcomes at the micro 

level is very low, and, hence, the informational requirernents of 

industrial targeting irnpossible. 
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2.2 The Nature of Local Industriai Competence 

High profitability in the innovative exploitation of the internatio

nal opportunities intensifies innovative Schumpeterian competition. 

However, the ability to exploit the opportunity set profitably 

depends on local industrial competence residing in the various 

firms. Pinpointing the nature of that local competence is ex

tre m ely difficult, as we have found in several IUI research 

projects. 

Let me simply observe here that the competence to run 

business organizations is probably the major, endogenously created 

factor endowment of the industrial nations. 

This competence can be identified very superficially in Figure 1. 

In this diagram three levels of competence are introduced in order 

of sophistication and macro economic consequences: 

1. Local, factor saving (rationalization) 

2. Tactical, controi (coordination) 

3. Strategic (structural change) 

The tirst two levels refer to a more efficient use of existing 

knowledge, even though the coordination of increasingly larger and 

complex business organizations requires industrial competence of a 

kind that no country outside the industrial world really possesses. 

The ult1mate criterion of industri al competence, however, is the 

ability to adjust to new technologies being created in the interna

tional opportunity set, to combine them with existing structures 

into a new, viable business activity. In small or large business 

organizations this competence corresponds most closely to the 

entrepreneurial function. 
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Levels of deeision-mak:ing witbin a business organi

zation 

reporting. 
controi 

Database, 
organization 

Production, 
marketing, 
administration 
etc. 

1. STRATEGIC 
(AFFECTING STRUCTURES) 

2. TACTICAL 
(COORDINA TION AND 
CONTROL) 

3. OPERA TIONAL 
(RA TIONALIZATION) 

Source: The Firm and Financial Markets in the Swedish Micro
to-Macro Model, IUI Stockholm, p. 14. 

When too many firms lack this ability, a whole industrial nation 

may get stuck with the wrong knowledge base and experience a 

dismal circle of worsening relative economic performance. 

This observation points to a particular aspect of industriai 

competence directly related to the experimental nature of the 

market system. Since industrial decision makers can never predict 

with any accuracy and reliability at their operationai levels, they 

try, gamble or experiment. The critical competence comes into 

~ when mistakes are to be identified and mistaken activities 

shut down. 

We have found that the top level reorganizational ability is the 

most important explanation of major advances in productivity at 

division or firm levels. Competitive forces, but also other forces 

related to attitudes and incentive systems in society play a 
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critical role in keeping this economic process in motion. We have 

found that the ability to reorganize the firm early to emphasize 

product development and marketing has been an important 

determinant of success during the 70s. (See Eliasson 1985b.) 

This raises the interesting problem whether large scale factory 

production - once the symbol of industriai competitiveness - is now 

a sign of industriai backwardness or whether the mature industriai 

countries for one reason or another are losing their competence 

to produce. 1 

We will come back to this issue in the next section. Before that 

we have to de fine clearly what to mean by an industrial knowl

base or industrial competitiveness. 

2.3 International Competitiveness - What Is It? 

For a nation (see Eliasson 1972b, p. 129 ff.) international com

petitiveness is best measured by the ability to sustain long-term 

growth in disposable real income. 2 For a firm it means the ability 

to sustain a high rate of return on capital. The two measures are 

interrelated. But can also both be decomposed into two 

1 It is of interest to recall that the new theory of industrial 
targeting is still phrased in terms of the manufacturing firm as a 
goods producing factory and that R&D spending is aimed at 
upgrading process performance, in producing substitute to the 
competitors products. 

2 In fact this is the same as to measure competitiveness by the 
return to total wealth of a nation. When seen in this perspective 
the ways a nation organizes and uses all its resources, including 
those in the public sector, become a matter of concern, since the 
allocation and use of all resources determlne factor prices to 
export industries and import competing industries. Short-term 
factors like the trade balance are only pieces in this puzzle. 
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parts; one relating to relative prices, the other relating to 

productivity.l 

For the firm productivity depends on its efficiency in orgamzlng 

production and/or in increasing the quality of output. This techni

cal proficiency is expressed, on the price side, in managementIs 

ability to choose the right product or to be in the right markets. 

For the nation as a whole, both abilities aggregate into a measure 

of productivity refiecting industrial skills to organize factors of 

produetion sueh that a great value of output in foreign eurrencies 

is achieved, and resources are created and efficiently reinvested in 

the eeonomy such that rapid maeroeeonomle growth is generated • 

At the nationallevel, however, the price problem consists in 

controlling domestic factor prices relative to foreign prices of 

output (see EUasson 1985c). If produetivity growth at the maero 

level stagnates, then a higher burden in maintaining competitive

ness of firms falls on domestic factor price control. However, 

domestic factor price control, ineluding real wage control, does 

not produce rapid long-term growth in disposable real income, 

unless matched by productivity growth. The latter can only be 

maintained through the continued upgrading of industriai knowl

edge.2 

1 The Swedish miero-to-macro model developed at IUI clearly 
illustra tes the economic significance of this definition of com
petitiveness. In EUasson (1985c) the relative importance of the 
various measures for competitiveness has been analyzed within an 
international trade framework. 

2 It is interesting to observe that the endogenous that 
was adjusted to differences in competitive pressure on similar 
factory production ooi18 in a large multinationai firm was in fact 
productivity (Orufman 1982). 
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2.4 

- The Endogenous Factor Endowment 

The two earlier sections have presented the competitive situation 

of a firm as that of a competent and aggressive experimenter on 

an enormous stage with many audiences. There is really no prac

ticable limit to what can be done. Competence has three dimen

sions; to have a sense for what the audiences want to see, to 

have the technical competence to carry out the performance, and 

to spot and understand at an stage when you have chosen 

the wrong play. The enormous opportunity set creates uncertainty 

in the sense that competitors can Ifenter" in a multitude of 

unpredictable ways. Competence to compete successfuily can only 

be achieved by active participation in the international market 

game. Participation makes it possible to understand what com

petitors are doing, initiating and implementing what they have 

done as fast as possible and - if possible - to be ahead in the 

innovative game. 

This holds, more or less, for all actors in the markets of indust

rialized countries. A key notion for successful participation is a 

broad knowledge of what customers need and are willing to pay 

for; not only consumers (in Burenstam LinderIs (1961) but 

al80 industri al customers. 

This is the nature of the accumulation of knowledge and 

the transfer of an industriai tradition between generations. It is 

obvious that comparative advantages under such circumstances 

become endogenous and quite unstable. Developing countries have 

a decisive handicap in knowledge accumulation from the outset. A 

nation which cuts itself off from active participation in these 

markets through protective measures can very rapidly slide into an 

evil circle, gradually destroying its industrial knowledge base. 
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Once competitiveness can no longer be based on superior com

petence to organize factol'Y production or to develop sophisticated 

products, l cheap factors of production like raw materials or labol'2 

is the only way to compete. Having entered a decline phase of 

economic development, the mature industrial nations appeal' to be 

the worst performers when it comes to controlling factor prices in 

order to achieve competitiveness. 

The "tacit!l nature of industrial knowledge, important aspects of it 

being vested with a team or a business organiza.tion, makes it 

wrong to trea.t it as a weil defined, and freely movable "dis

embodied" resource that can be purchased in the international 

market a t a price. 

3. Deindust:rial1zatlon 

3.1 Is There a Deindustrialization Problem? 

f1Deindustrializationll has become a topic of public concern since 

the 70s. As a rule, worries have been focussed on the relative 

decline in jobs in manufacturing, notably blue-coilar jobs. 

1 In view of this argument it is interesting to observe Leamer's 
(1984) opposite conclusions, namely that physical and human 
capital reversed their roles as sources of comparative advantage 
between 1958 and 1975. In 1958, skilled work ers were the source, 
in 1975, physical capital. This contradicts the results of both 
Ohlsson (1980), Bergholm-Jagren (1985) and Swedenborg (1979) and 
of several additional IUI case studies. The problem is probably the 
one emphasized by Leamer himself, that a theory can only be 
evaluated with respect to alternative theories, and there is no 
comprehensive alternative theory to the Heckscher-Ohlin hyopth
esis yet in sight. Deficient measures of human capital input in 
production is another probable source of error, and human capital 

at least in the 60s and 70s, from which Leamer's data come -
tend to be correlated with physical capital installations. Aggregate 
sector data furthermore are not so informative in this context. 

2 ItCompetence" then is of course just another word for a cheap 
factor input. 
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In reality the situation in industriai countries is very different. 

For one thing, the manufacturing firm has become a major service 

producer (Pousette-Lindberg 1985), to an increasing extent drawing 

on human capita1 outside the traditional pool of skilled workers. 

Secondly. the changing organiza tion of manufacturing production 

means that a growing part of human capital service production 

mayor may not be carried out within the manufacturing firm, or 

within the same country as the parent company. While a growing 

portion of technical services has been separated off as in

dependent consulting firms, that are statistically classified as 

private services, the large manufacturing firms are taking over an 

increasing part of marketing activities from previously independent 

agents. In small advanced countries, however, marketing activities 

of large companies are predominantly in foreign countries. On the 

whole, while blue-c ollar jobs in industry seem to be decreasing, 

total employment in (Swedish) manufacturing industry, abroad and 

indirectly in subcontracting work, has at least been constant. The 

problem is not at all a decline in manufacturing size. measured by 

resource use, but in value added growth based on an unchanged or 

even growing resourCe This problem has to do with pro

ductivity and the quality of input resources, the most important 

quality aspeet appearing to be the way resourees are alloeated, 

recombined and organized. 

An inefficient organization of total industrial resources and an 

inability to adjust the organization ahead of the problems (ef. 

Figure 1), makes the industrial sector of a country vulnerable to 

competitive ehanges in other eountries, where firms are more 

adept or more aggressive in exploiting the internationaloppor

tunity set. 

One important question to ask here is whether the local inability 

of a country to keep up in such an economic race is economi

caVtechnological in nature, or is based on an inability of the 

socio-political system to accomodate change. 
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Whatever the answer, if the ambition is to remain an advanced 

industriai nation, the long-term solution must be to participate 

openly in the international industriai market game, not to close 

off the economy, as has been suggested (Singh 1977, Spencer

Brander, 1983 and Krugman 1984.). 

3.2 The Destruction of the Industriai Knowledge Base 

Deindustrialization may be regarded as one possible of 

industrial progress. Once the analysis takes the factor endowment 

of an economy as endogenous, the economic secUl'ity traditionally 

associated with, for instance, a raw material source becomes 

illusory. Industriai knowledge has no absolute value. Its economic 

value depends on the knowledge of competing firms or countries. 

It becomes normal to expect that in the long fun economies 

should lose their positions as advanced "industrial" 

nations. Over historic time spans it even becomes unclear what we 

should mean by "industryl!. Developing countries are trying to 

industriai skills through imitating (learning) skills already 

developed in the advanced countries. Since prices in the advanced 

countries are base; on the absence of these skills in the underde-

veloped returns to industries in the 

advanced countries will come down capital wi flow to 

countries in to the!r success in 

industri al and 

Industriai very its 

ficiency upon the way It can 

be hi red in a market and 1t takes many decades to 

develop.l Even though technology per se may be developing 

other elements of the total industriai capital 

strueture may in industrial performance of 

the kind the U.K. economy is currently As we 

transformation in Eliasson 
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in an sense t the exaet 

industrial knowledge is and not 

communicable. It is accumulated through aetive participation in 

the market process, or through "on the job learning!l. Hence, a 

nation1s problem of competitiveness cannot be solved through 

subsidizing "technologyll (ef. Arrow 1962) or through protecting 

targeted firms; the requisite central knowledge base of knowing 

what to do is absent at the policy level. The only way of 

accumulating the requisite knowledge is active partieipation on the 

market to see which actors come out on top. This is tough 

politically and socially even for successful actors, and really 

difficult for those actors who have lagged behind. But competing 

with low-cost production of simple products with developing 

nations must be even worse soeially for an once advanced and 

wealthy industrial nation. 

However, technology is rapidly among the advanced 

nations, a new picture again develops. For one thing profit 

opportunities may return to the lndustrial nations, reversing again 

the flow of international capital away from developing 

nations. Certain regions of the U.S. offer examples of this and the 

"electronics revolutionll is of ten quoted as a technological break

through that will return economic initiative and high returns to 

the already mature industrials. 

While this may have serious consequences for developing econ

omies, the same events pose an even greater threat to the 

mature industri als that have been slack in attending to the!r 

industrial knowledge base, because more intensive competition now 

cuts in at a more advanced level, where they may earlier have 

been protected from competitive entry by a knowledge barrier. 

But blocking out such competition is suicidal in the long ron 

be cause it hinders domestic producers from learning what is going 

on in the markets and, hence, prevents them from catching up. 
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Industrial Coneen'tration 

4.1 Inevitable or Desirable? 

Economies of scale have of ten been emphasized as a source of 

industrial productivity. But it also causes concentration tendencies 

in industry, poses barriers to entry and in general causes a lot of 

analytical trouble in the theoretical structures that underlay 

welfare analysis. 

Economies of scale in static, general equilibrium models - still the 

maln intellectual structure of trade theory - remove standard 

equilibrium properties from the model. If economies of scale are 

the basis for comparative advantages and if economies of scale 

develop endogenously as a result of continuous, successful 

accumulation of industrial knowledge, not only problems of analy

sis occur. The same idea has been used as a rationale for pro

tectionist interventionist policies. By protecting domestic markets 

from foreign competition, do m estic economies of scale and 

comparative advantages in, say, chips manufacturing are said to 

develop. Hence, the government should target certain firms for 

protection until they have invested sufficiently in R&D to have 

accumulated the competence needed to compete successfully in 

world markets (see e.g. Spencer-Brander 1983, Krugman 1984, 

Grossman-Richardson 1985, Dixit 1986) This argument is similar 

to the old infant industry argument. In terms of oUl" earlier 

analysis it is wrong. lt too strongly rests on the notion of the firm 

as a factory. lt neglects the fact that in the modern firm indust

rial knowledge is created through active participation in a 

competitive market process and that such knowledge is more 

related to products than to processes. Without active participa

tion, and without a persistent competitive threat from others, 

learning does not occur. (Cf. I!How IBM is fighting back'!, Business 

Week No. 17 1986, p. 86.) 
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U.S. anti trust policy is another form of intervention to protect 

small firms from the cut-throat competition of huge market 

leaders based on enormous economies of scale. This has never 

been regarded as a serious problem in small, open economies like 

the Swedish or Dutch economies, where large firms always have to 

be based in foreign m arkets. Even though the value added of such 

international firms may be large in comparison with total domestic 

value added in manufacturing (the value added of global Volvo is 

more than 10 per cent of total value added of Swedish manu

facturing), it is still insignificant when compared to world 

automobUe production and hence, unimportant from the point of 

view of m arket concentration. As U.S. domestic m arkets for 

manufactured products are being increasingly opened up to foreign 

competition, similar reasoning is beginning to shape also U.S. 

anti trust poUcies. 

In addition. the combina.tion of bounded rationality and the 

unlimited opportunity set generate enough unanticipated tech

nological competition to check unlimited firm growth through 

increasing economies of scale. 

The efficiency of routinized innovative activities in !arge business 

corporations, which was observed by a worried Joseph Schumpeter 

(l942), was beUeved by bim to be the source of unlimited 

economies of scale and of concentration that would eventually 

merge capitaUsts with the political , and destroy democ

racy. 

Schumpeter formed his notion of the firm as a factory production 

process. Factory production appears to be of diminishing tmpor-

'lce as a sourr:(' 01 economies of scale in the advanced indus-

trial nations. There are, other 'mds of economies of 

scale that appeal' to matter in this context. They occur 

finance, R&D and product development, and in marketing, forcing 

a wedge between economies of scale associated with factory size 

and economies of scale associated with financial size. If this 

distinction is not made we will observe an increasing degree of 
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concentration in most countries by conventionaI measures and 

interpret the tendencies 

Economies of scale in technology, notably product development, 

coupled with the utilization of economies of scale and market 

knowledge in marketing and distribution undoubtedly matter for 

the competitiveness of firms. These will exhibit themselves as 

endogenously growing comparative advantages in international 

trade. In the small industri al countries, market investment is 

measured to a large extent by the extent of foreign subsidiary 

opera tions. 

4.2 

The increased size of specialized producers of technologically 

advanced products for global markets causes new of policy 

problems for the small industrial nations. For one thing, firms 

expand their administrative system across national boundaries and 

reduce policy autonomy of the national authorities. Secondly, the 

volume of manufacturing production activity will be concentrated 

to relatively few, major producers of mature products, the 

competitiveness of which depends heavily on the constant main

tenance and upgrading of their knowledge base. In principle the 

problem is similar to tOOt of nations dependent on one, or a few 

raw material resources. If a major producer faUs (cf. Table 1) the 

whole country will experience a significant economic problem. 

Dependence on a unique knowledge capital may increase interna

tional dependence in the sense that loss of a unique knowledge 

position might occur quite fast. On the other hand, the knowledge 

hase of the advanced engineering firms we are talking about is 

broad. It can be applied to other activities. The ability of some 

old, large Swedish engineering firms established in the mature 

markets to f!transforml! themselves in the wake of the oU crisis in 

the 70s is very illustrative in this respect. Skilled labor, in 

particular, can be used in other firms. And engineering industries 

basing their competitiveness on advanced product technologies tend 
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to generate new industriai ideas ("the opportunity set!!) at a rate 

that one never finds in industriai environments dominated by basie 

industries, whieh build the!r eompetitive edge on eost effieient, 

large seale manufaeturing of simple products. 

While economie vumerability of a developing nation normally falls 

baek on a single, rich raw material resource, advaneed but small 

industrial nations will necessarily - through specialization - grow 

increasingly dependent on a specialized knowledge base. In a world 

economy subjected to rapid technological change this is a pre

carious economic situation. The only means of "protectionl! is 

through a high savings ratio and an efficient insurance scheme. 

The most effeetive insurance scheme probably is increased inter

nationalization of domestic industries to broaden the industriai 

knowledge base. This development has occurred endogenously in 

Sweden and has been in the interest of both firms and their 

owners, on the one hand, and the country and its inhabitants, on 

the other. Without its broad knowledge base multinational engin

eering firms based in international markets would not have been 

able to replace the "slack" left by contracting basic industries in 

the 70s as fast as they did. An alternative insurance arrangement 

discussed in Norway before I!vulnerability was realized" through the 

decrease in oH prices, was the creation of a huge funding 

arrangement to invest the cashflow from the oH fields in the 

international capital market.l Since capital markets and insurance 

markets are not developed to handle huge and very long-term 

investments or such committments, this is really not a permanent 

solution. 

Again both the concentration and the vumerability problem 

indicate the importance for a country of having a broadly based 

innovative activity associated with the expansion of what we have 

called the international opportunity set. This has clear implieations 

for the ways policies should be designed. 

1 or more adequately, also to create an institutionai arrangement 
to keep public and private consumers off the oU income. Se 
furtheI' Eliasson (1983). 
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Table 1 Concentr&tion in Swedish industry 

The 10 largest firma in SWedish manufacturing account for: 

ca 30 percent of SWedish exports 

47 percent of total manufacturing R&D spending 

more than 70 percent of total foreign employment by SWedish I 

ca 37 percent 

5. Industrial PoUcies 

manufacturing 

total manufacturing employment 

(directly and indirectly) in SWeden 

5.1 Policy Targeting or Systems Care 

The aim of this paper has been to modify the theory of interna

tional comparative advantage to incorporate the typical endogen-

eity of important, knowledge based, factor endowments. The 

answer to what long-term policies should be appears clear, namely 

to make sure the industriai knowledge endowment is continuously 

updated. Since the nature of the future knowledge capital is 

inherently unpredictable, central targeting for capital accumulation 

does not appeal' to be a workable proposition. Large scale indust

rial policy programs ha ve normally ended as failures (Eliasson

Ysander 1981, Eliasson 1984a) and the proposition voiced by many 

to subsidlze innovative activity to preserve innovative output 

(Arrow 1962) appears to be a contradiction in itself (Eliasson 

1986c). In fact, even large scale public educational programs may 

no longer appeal' as self-evident solutions to industrial advance if 

subjected to careful examination (Eliasson 1986d). The open 

participation in the experimental market game may turn out to be 

the most efficient industriai learning mechanism society can 

organize. This is an economic systems care problem, not a 

targeting issue, and it is intimately associated with the ways the 

non-economic activities of a country are organized. 

I 
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5.2 Guidance and Coordination - to Run Industrial Policies 

Through Large Fir'ms 

Large business corporations or even whole industriai nations, like 

Japan, have often been referred to as examples of successful 

planning machines. Even if it is true that the knowledge to run 

these machines is tacit and non-communicable to central bureau

cracies, it should be possible - it has been argued - to combine 

the industrial knowledge residing in large business organiza tions 

with central political targeting, without explicitly centralizing all 

knowledge necessary to achieve complete overview and control 

(Bray 1982, Heal 1973). Arter all, this is exactly the method used 

by large business corporations to coordinate sometimes extremely 

heterogeneous and complex activities (Eliasson 1976). Why not 

inject new savings resources into these large companies to make 

them innovate more, but require that they meet specific social or 

political targets, in addition to profit objectives (Eliasson-Ysander 

1981)? Such policy suggestions are based on the Schumpeterian 

notion of efficient routinized innovative behavior. Indeed, the bulk 

of innovative activity in industry even appears to be of the 

routine type (Eliasson-Granstrand 1982). However, the whole 

suggestion is nullified by the nature of the international oppor

tunity set. To run policies through (large) firms means con

centrating resources to a smaller number of actors, and hence 

restricting the variety of competitive, innovative entry in 

markets. Why should a subset of large business organizations 

represent the variety of all potential new market entrants, when 

available evidence suggests that the large organizations are the 

most conservative ones, and that efficiency in innovative activity 

ra ther requires the broadest possible variety of market trials. 
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5.3 The Creation and Maintenance of a Productive Capitalistic 

Market Environm ent 

Policy conclusions are always dependent upon the theoryor model 

one adopts to study economic processes. However, when one starts 

from the notion of economic processes as experimental, ruling out 

the possibility of efficient central information processing, the road 

of advice inevitably leads away from a dominant central influence 

on basic innovative processes in the economy. The reason is not 

only that economic action is too complex for deliberate policy 

interference to be at all informed. 

Central knowledge processing becomes a misconception that is 

conserving and disturbing, and not informative if transformed into 

policy action. 

Optimal long-term policy means organizing the non-economic 

factors such that the full potential of the economy can be 

exploited. This inevitably means organizing the economy to cope 

with change. A rule system has to be established that determines 

how costs and benefits associated with economic change are to be 

distributed, that is a180 accepted politically. 

We concluded earlier that the factory production of simple 

products appears to be an economic acttvity subjected to intense 

competitive pressure in the advanced, high wage industrial nations. 

At the same time the organization of both the political system 

and the labor market of industrial nations is heavily biased 

towards the preservation of the "worker culture" associated with 

earlier industrial technologies. A steady change in that bias will 

have to take place if the production system is to be efficiently 

reorganized to cope with future co m petition. This is one of the 

non-economic obstacles to economic change. 

The regional consequences of economic change, that for small 

nations become national problems~ is another problem. Knowledge 
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based industries do not develop in isolated regions. A certain 

critical knowledge mass, only associated with large cities, possibly 

related to a viable research environment appears to be needed to 

achieve the desired, innovative industriai activity. The population 

of a country sets clear limits to how many such research en

vironments that can develop. So a successful solution to the 

industriai transformation problem of a national economy is 

probably going to worsen the regional problem, or at least 

increase the differences in wealth and knowledge endowment 

between the growing industri al city regions and the rest of the 

country. 

It would be instructive to study how different nations have devel

oped different choices in this respect. It is al80 important to 

understand how the political choice process is organized. A 

general conclusion seems to be that the countries that have best 

recognized the experimental nature of the capitaUst market 

process, accepted it politically, and supported its functions, have 

displayed the best macroeconomic growth performance over the 

long time spans. 

The experimental nature of technological advance means that 

failure should be a normal and frequent phenomenon. Industrial 

competence is very much related to spotting and accepting 

failures early. lt is expected that investment money be lost now 

and then. Mistaken installations represent relatively small losses 

to the economy as long as one does not insist on carrying out 

production in them (Eliasson-Lindberg 1981). Hence, the perhaps 

most efficient organizational form is the one product, one division 

firm that is exposed to rapid failure and exit if it is not on top 

of the market. The experimental attitude represents the offensive 

side of industriai policies. 

F inally , why shouldn1t public bodies, like local government or 

even central government be allowed to participate in the experi

mental market process. There are a couple of decisive reasons for 

not allowing that. Pirst, public bodies as a rule command one, 
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huge resource, and hence can make sizable policy mistakes with 

devastating macroeconomic effects. However, second, the most 

important cause for the public authorities to abstain from 

experimentation is their inherent inability to spot policy mistakes 

early, and to close down mistaken ventures fast. This inabiUty is 

what makes them good democratic institutions, but at the same 

time it tllrns them into incompetent business organizations. The 

defensive part of industriai policies must be to minimize the 

delays in the I!creative destruction" process at a minimum social 

costa In fact, this is a typical efficiency problem. 

The moral of this paper can now be summarized. Active experi

mentation in the markets and a broad.-based social willingness to 

accept the adjustment process caused by frequent decision 

mistakes are necessary conditions for economic growth. However, 

experimentation should be strictly kept at the micro agent level in 

order to limit the extent of single rnistakes. 
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